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Abstract: 
We depict the utilization of civil structure for Monitoring and controlling degradation & Bridge security is the real concern to the 
government and the individuals. As from literature survey I observed that there are many hanging bridges used in areas such as 
rural, urban and also in tourism. Most of the project is implemented in giving safety to the high way bridges, and very less 
attention is paid towards the hanging bridges which are mainly used by pedestrians. And there are many disasters happened due 
to the breakage of the string of hanging bridge due to overload hence causing the life of many people. Since the application will 
be mostly in rural area bridges main task must be to reduce the cost of the project set up. Aim of this proposed project is to 
develop the device that monitor the overload on bridges and also the few other operation such as giving safety during condition 
such as fire, wind etc which will be un safe for the people using hanging bridge, hence to give safety for the people who are using 
bridge during abnormal conditions. We control the people entering into the bridge as the load limit is reached by using a small dc 
motor which will restricts the people entering the bridge. The values of the parameters such as wind speed, load on the bridge, 
and temperature in bridge area are updated on the main PC server with the regular span of interval. The administrator can monitor 
the condition of the bridge from any location in a web page. This project uses MSP430 processor, data will be uploaded to the 
website automatically by using Labview software. Data will be updated on particular website at regular interval of 20sec. Micro 
processor will be connected to the PC and from PC data will be uploaded by using Labview software. 
Keywords: hanging bridge, load cell, data accumulation, lab view 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bridge safety is major concern in recent days, so in this project we can control the entry of people entering the 
hanging bridge utilizing MSP430processor. The overseer can observe the data of that area of bridge site on page 
which serves to give most extreme level of on bridge during different time. The microcontroller will send the data 
on bridge area through max232 to PC, with the help of batch files we can upload the data automatically to one 
private IP address, Labview will perform the task of uploading data. The data will be accumulated in that IP address 
hence we can observe the data at any time. The screen of website will consists of bridge name, temperature, load and 
wind speed with different time of the parameters. .Now a day's most requesting in industry purchaser application is 
Data Obtaining System. Rather than people the greater part of the work is finished by electronic machine. So it will 
gain information and hand-off the information back to the base. The manager in multisite work operation is being 
supplanted by Data Procurement and control gadgets. 
Because of the simplicity of this single individual can screen and associate with progressing work from a base 
station. The primary reason for this system is to gather the information in most straightforward way utilizing 
windows system which is suitable and will be known by all users. In this project, the assembling of information is to 
be done in PC in bridge area and afterward transmitted to the customers through web. First we need to access the 
web server then get to the information of the bridge data. By utilizing this innovation client can screen and control 
number apparatuses, electronic gadget and also industrial apparatuses and gadget without owner being in place. The 
entire system can communicate with Ethernet module. This project has the capacity to deal with the home machines 
& mechanical gadget from anyplace area of the outside zone. The advantage of this project is we can access the data 
of bridge from anywhere in the world with mobiles, tablets, laptop, PC which has internet connection. 
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2. ARCHITECTURE: 
The block diagram of the entire project is as shown bellow. In which MSP430 serves as the heart of the system. All 
sensors such as load cell, temperature sensor, wind speed sensor, RTC are connected to the micro controller. Output 
devices are DC motor and LED, for communication purpose we are using MAX232 which we can connect to USB 
of PC. Programming is done to the microcontroller by using energia and flash magic is used to dump the program. 

 
Fig 2.1 Block diagram 

 
3. HARDWARE DESIGN : 
 
3.1 MSP430 series: 
The MSP430G2x13 and MSP430G2x53 arrangement are ultra-low-power mixed signal microcontrollers which 
inherits 16-bit timers, up to 24 I/O capacitive-touch empowered pins, an adaptable analog comparator, and implicit 
correspondence capacity utilizing the universal serial communication interface. Likewise the MSP430G2x53 chips 
have a 10-bit analog to-digital (A/D) converter. The MSP430 joins a 16-bit RISC CPU, peripherals, and an 
adaptable clock system that interconnect utilizing a von-Neumann normal memory address bus and memory data 
bus. 
 
3.2 Load Cell: 
Load cell is used to measure the weight on the hanging bridge. Load cell outputs a low voltage analog output which 
has to be amplified and then fed to ADC input of the micro controller, by using the calibration we can calculate the 
approximate load value on the bridge, here we are setting two load limits on micro controller L1 equals 22 units, L2 
equals 25 units.. By using calibration we can convert the output voltage from the load cell into equivalent load 
value. 
 
3.3 Wind Speed Sensor: 
Here we are using Hall Effect sensor and magnet for the purpose of measuring wind speed. Wind speed 
measurement arrangement is done by fixing a magnet on fan wing and Hall Effect sensor is kept outside stationary 
above magnet. So as the wind rotates the wings of fan as the magnet crosses the Hall Effect sensor it gives low pulse 
hence by calculating the time required for single pulse we can calculate the wind speed. At higher wind speed the 
hanging bridge will oscillate so it will be unsafe for the people using bridge. 
 
3.4 LM35: 
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Temperature in bridge area is measured by using LM35. LM35 is semiconductor IC temperature detector and as the 
conductivity of semiconductor increases with increase in temperature, we can calculate temperature by using this 
property. LM35 gives 10mv of output voltage per degree change in temperature. Hence by calculating the output 
voltage we can calculate the corresponding temperature. 
 
3.5 RTC DS1307 
RTC is used for data stamping during transmission of data from microcontroller to PC. Here we are using DS1307 
RTC which is I2C protocol based RTC. And in application bridge must be closed during night, so by using RTC we 
can check the night condition for closing of gate. 
 
3.6 DC motor: 
Here we are using 12v dc motor for closing the entry side of bridge during abnormal condition. H-bridge IC is used 
to close and open the gate operation i.e. rotating DC motor in both directions. 
 
4. SOFTWARE DESIGN: 
Labview software program is developed to upload the data to private IP address at regular interval of time. The 
working is as follows first we need to create one batch files to upload the data automatically. Programming in 
Labview is done by using different modules that includes input port from MSP430 and data, destination web 
address. First we need to configure the com port in Labview. Labview will check weather if all data such as 
temperature, load, wind speed received if all the data received than it will display on text box and batch files will 
upload these data to website, if the data upload is success than it waits for other data reception, otherwise it will 
gives error. 

                             
Fig 4.1 Labview Flowchart  

 
5. WORKING: 
Working of project under normal weight on bridge say for example if load on bridge below 22 units display all data 
such as temperature, wind speed, load weight on bridge. If the weight on bridge is above 22 units and less than 25 
units than display “limit passenger entry “,display values of temperature, wind speed, etc. if still the passengers 
enters to bridge and the load on bridge reaches 25 units and  & above than display “over load” with red light, display 
all values & close the bridge using dc motor. 
If wind speed above particular rpm say 1200rpm than close the bridge using dc motor and indicate red light and 
display “wind very high wind speed”. If Temperature sensor reading is above 35 degree than close the bridge & 
indicate red light & display “vacate bridge (fire)”. By using real time clock, close the bridge during night time i.e. 
between 10pm to 6 am; display all the parameters including temperature, wind speed, load weight and time. At 
regular interval of time data must be transmitted to one IP address by using internet & display all values in web  
page, the page must contain data such as temperature, wind speed, load weight at different time. At regular interval 
of 20 sec micro processor will communicate the data to the PC through com port, Labview will be opened in the PC 
and Labview will configure the com port to which microcontroller will communicate, all the serial data will be 
available in front panel of the Labview as shown in fig bellow. And with the help of batch files and Labview 
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program we can upload the data automatically to IP address. The IP address in which my project data such as load, 
temperature, wind speed at different time will be available in –
https://data.sparkfun.com/streams/MGEZQj8jA9TZzvV67V7z  we can monitor data from anywhere in the world 
through mobile phones, tablets or PC which has internet connectivity. 
 
 
 

 
 5.1 Front Window Of Labview. 

The web page which I created using spark fun is a private IP address and data can also be changed manually from 
Labview. Hence we can accumulate the data up to 50GB. Hence we can monitor the data on bridge from anywhere, 
and also data accumulation is done hence helping to determine peak load on different bridges at different time. 

 

 5.2 Fig Website Window 
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6. CONCLUSION: 

Project is done to provide safety for hanging bridges in rural area. Since the application is in rural area we need to 
minimize the hardware cost, this task is achieved by using MSP430 microcontroller. Load cell, LM35, wind speed 
sensor are used to measure different parameters. Data accumulation task is done in website, and it can be viewed by 
anyone from anywhere in the world. There is no need of manual updating of data; automatic update is done by using 
Labview software. Hence by controlling the people entering the bridge during overload condition by using DC 
motor as gate, we can prevent the collapse of the bridge. 
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